Meeting was called to order at 3:06.

Present were Ms. Rachel, Jillian Kouzmanoff, Reagan Simpson, and Kate Richardson

Meeting began with a quick update on our weeks.

Ms. Rachel passed out posters for the *Princess Bride* movie night. Reagan will take one each to Kaladi’s and her dad’s gym. Jillian will take one to the Galena Juicery.

Reagan came up with a name for the craft program in August: “Creative Corner.”

Snacks for the movie night are to be fruit snacks and popcorn. The group decided it was best to screen the film upstairs, by the fireplace using the TV rather than the projector and screen.

Discussion then shifted to the teen space. Jillian and Reagan shared images of galaxies and sunsets that they had found, as did Ms. Rachel. The group decided they liked a sunset better than a galaxy mural. They liked dark mountains in the foreground with a coral and pale blue sky. Jillian shared one image with a cartoon moon and stars drawn over the mural. It was also suggested that a chalkboard rather than a dry erase board might be better for the area due to concerns with inappropriate content being drawn in Sharpie on a dry erase board.

Ms. Rachel shared that she thought it would be fun to do crafts for the last portion of teen advisory board meetings. She shared some pet toy crafts she had found. She asked the group to share ideas for future crafts.

It was suggested that decorating jars or planters for small potted or fake plants would be fun.

It was decided to text/email group members ahead of the meeting to remind them of the upcoming meeting.

The group then made cat and dog toys.

Meeting adjourned at 4:00pm.